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7,851,834
Audience reached 
through the media

22
Studies and publications

77
Press Releases and 
published articles

100
Partner organizations

117
Ongoing projects 

11.9
Million € budget

13
Countries of direct 

intervention

64
Public subsidies

2021 at a glance
In 2021 we have achieved changes with our 

projects for a record number of people: 170,000
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Our most 
outstanding 
achievements in 2021

• More than 5,000 women have been protected against gender-based 
violence.

• We have worked with rural women’s organizations in Haiti, Mauritania, 
Senegal, India, Colombia, etc. supporting more than 50 peasant 
associations, generating more than 1,700 income-generating initiatives.

• We have offered protection to more than 800 threatened community 
leaders in Colombia.

• We have managed to get 7,007 people from 47 countries to travel 47,561 
kilometers to demand climate justice and demand commitments from 
the world leaders who met in Glasgow for COP-26.

• We have provided humanitarian aid to 34,000 families in Haiti after the 
earthquake that devastated the island.

• We have maintained our commitment to support the civil society 
movements that are pushing to transform inequalities in our societies: 
more than 6,000 people in Spain are aware of and more committed to 
climate justice, feminism and the anti-racist movement.
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Watch video

2021 in a minute

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-DQrvLopQk
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President’s 
letter
When 2021 was expected to be the year of recovery, 
new coronavirus variants further complicated an alre-
ady extremely complex scenario, with one part of the 
world beginning to see the exit of the tunnel while ano-
ther did not even have vaccines to treat its population.

Logically, the work of Alianza por la Solidaridad was 
also conditioned by the social and economic impact 
of the pandemic, in all the contexts in which the orga-
nization is present. The increase in inequalities, prices, 
insecurity, and the maintenance of mobility restrictions 
imposed by the health authorities have increased ope-
rational and logistical difficulties.

It is often said that, in these types of circumstances, 
the work of an organization like Alianza is more relevant 
than ever. And so it has been. The new management 
team, headed by Cristina Muñoz, has increased its ac-
tivity to cover the needs arising from the crisis caused 
by Covid-19, while continuing to comply with the com-
mitted programs, always with professionalism, dedica-
tion and the ability to adapt to circumstances. Always 
with the focus on people in situations of vulnerabili-
ty and at the same time with transformative potential, 
especially women, youth and migrants. Always with a 
feminist, anti-racist and environmentalist look.

To mention just a few examples, among the achieve-
ments in 2021, there is the fact that 7,007 people from 
47 countries traveled 47,561 kilometers to demand 
climate justice and commitments to the world leaders 
who met in Glasgow for COP26; or having protected 
more than 5,000 women against gender-based violen-
ce; or having provided humanitarian aid to 34,000 fa-
milies in Haiti, after a new earthquake devastated the 
island; or having offered protection to more than 800 
threatened community leaders in Colombia..

2021 has also seen the renewal of part of Alianza’s 
board of trustees, which, together with Érika Rodríguez 
Pinzón in the vice presidency, I have the honor of hea-
ding since December. We want to promote changes 
that allow us to continue modernizing the organization, 
advancing in our integration into the Action Aid federa-
tion and improving the efficiency of our work. 

All of us who are part of Alianza - board of trustees, 
team, partners, and volunteers - are committed to 
achieving a greater impact every day, with the firm will 
to continue contributing our experience and knowle-
dge, but also with the humility to continue learning to 
face the challenges and changes of an increasingly un-
certain world.

 

Cristina Manzano
PRESIDENT OF ALIANZA POR 
LA SOLIDARIDAD
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Appointment of new 
director in 2021
For more than 15 years I have been dedicated to 
international humanitarian and development coope-
ration work in several countries: East Timor, Tibet, 
Lebanon, Jordan, and Palestine. I studied Environ-
mental Sciences and have always been interested 
in the intersection between the environment and in-
equalities, as well as the international perspective of 
the most pressing problems humanity faces to survi-
ve. In these years of professional experience, I have 
been training in international relations, development 
cooperation, human rights, gender, leadership, and 
social innovation, among others. In 2008 I joined 
Alianza por la Solidaridad where I have held various 
positions in different countries: regional coordination 
in the Middle East, coordination of humanitarian ac-
tion and emergencies, and lastly, the direction of pro-
grams for the entire organization in recent years.

In 2021, I was appointed CEO and I took on this cha-
llenge with great enthusiasm and a great sense of 
responsibility that this position entails. I have always 
said that I have the best job in the world: being able 
to change people’s lives for the better. This organiza-
tion has allowed me, in addition to a lot of learning, to 
be more critical, more humble, and to continue figh-
ting with more enthusiasm for what I believe. Alianza/
ActionAid has made me understand that change is 
possible and that it comes from the transformative 
power of people.

We begin a new stage with a new management team 
and board of trustees convinced that it is our duty to 
future generations to build a new model of life based 
on the guarantee of the human rights of all people, 
justice, and equality. From our feminist and anti-ra-
cist conviction, this implies promoting a change of 
model that is respectful of the planet, with its diversi-
ty and natural and cultural wealth. My ambition is to 
help this organization continue to grow and to do so 
by being more diverse, more open, and relevant to 
society. We will continue to strive to make our orga-
nization more effective and our impacts more lasting. 
We will continue to explore new ways for citizens to 
have their own voice and the necessary role in so-
cial, economic, political, and legal change. Despite 
the unstable international scenario we are facing, we 
will continue to fight for a better future.

Cristina Muñoz
DIRECTOR OF ALIANZA/ACTIONAID SPAIN
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Who we are
We are an organization of passionate and committed people, convinced 
that a more just and equal world is possible. We firmly believe that 
change is only possible if people themselves have that capacity for 
transformation.

We work together with more than 50,000 members, volunteers, 
sympathizers, collaborators, and workers.

With the support of the feminist, anti-racist and environmental defense 
movements, we are building viable alternatives. That is why our work 
focuses on women, youth, and migrants who are the most active 
groups to generate social change and challenge the current political, 
economic, and social structures.  

Being part of the ActionAid International Federation has allowed us 
not only, to expand the network of countries in which we work to more 
than 50 on five continents, and reach more people; but to be able to 
get involved in more global struggles and exert political pressure at the 
international level.  

5,231 
People

Donors Volunteering
170 People

140 
Spain

9 
Online

21 
International

Team
218 People

56% 
Women

44% 
Men

182 outside of Spain

Board                                                      
20 People

13 
Women

7 
Men

COUNTRY MEN WOMEN TOTAL

BOLIVIA 1 4 5

COLOMBIA 27 56 83

HAITI 48 15 63

MOROCO 3 3

MAURITANIA 2 1 3

PALESTINE 4 5 9

SENEGAL 6 1 7

GRAND TOTAL 91 82 173

LOCAL STAFF 
THE LOCAL STAFF HIRED BY THE ALIANZA OFFICES IN EACH COUNTRY
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We believe  in the power of people and 
their groups to change the world. When people 
organize themselves, pool their skills and 
direct their efforts to transform their societies, 
correcting inequalities at the root and in a 
sustainable manner, they become empowered 
and produce change.

We believe that all people on the pla-
net must be citizens. We defend with ambition 
that all human beings have equal value and de-
serve to enjoy all the universal rights that go 
beyond geographical limits and that, therefore, 
they must have the legal and social capacity to 
demand them from the States and the interna-
tional community. 

We believe that it is our duty to future 
generations to create opportunities to build a 
new model of life based on justice and equality 
and respectful of the Planet and its diversity and 
natural and cultural wealth.

We believe that Solidarity is the main 
moral and political bond on which it is possible to 
create a global society of citizens that respects 
their diversity within a common framework of 
Human Rights.

We believe that the best role that social 
organizations can play is to be catalysts and 
mediators of alliances between actors that mo-
bilize resources, knowledge and capacities, in 
order to facilitate the empowerment of citizens 
and their organizations.

We believe that Learning and Knowled-
ge are an essential part of social organizations 
and that putting them at the service of social 
change and the empowerment of people is one 
of our main functions.

We believe that Transparency and ac-
countability should be the backbone of our or-
ganization, regarding the resources and funds 
we manage and the impact and changes we 
generate with our work.

Our 
Values Mission

the purpose of Alianza/ActionAid is to 
achieve an active and global citizenship 
that fights against the great inequalities of 
the world and in favor of the recognition 
of Human Rights for all people.
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We’re here
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What 
we do?
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Work areas

Eradication of
gender violence

• Care services for women who have been raped or are at 
risk.

• Income generation and employment for women.
• Awareness and prevention of gender violence.
• Training for service providers to improve quality.
• Promotion of new non-violent masculinities.
• Training and support for women candidates for electoral 

processes.
• Design of participatory public policies with a gender 

approach.
• Feminist research: dissemination of studies on care and 

gender violence in various contexts.

Human rights
of excluded groups

• Promote the political and civic participation of youth, 
women, and migrants.

• Support for movements for diversity and anti-racism, 
racial justice.

• Provide protection and support for women human rights 
defenders.

• Analyze the root causes of forced mobility and 
climate-induced migrations (Mediterranean/Sahel) and 
disseminate information about them.

• Expand the civic work space of civil society.
• Uphold legal and safe pathways for people on the move.

Climate justice
• Agroecology with groups of peasant women.  
• Access to water for human consumption in communities 

at risk.
• Use of clean energy and organic inputs in agricultural 

production.
• Organization of groups and cooperatives and networks of 

local producers.
• Promotion of the participation of young people in political 

action against climate change.
• Promotion of responsible consumption models in Europe.

Humanitarian action
• Awareness and prevention of the spread of COVID-19 in 

all countries.
• Deliveries of protective equipment for medical and health 

personnel.
• Psychological care and legal assistance to people 

displaced by conflicts or disasters.
• Prevention and protection of cases of gender-based 

violence in emergencies and chronic crises.  
• Delivery of dignity and food kits, multipurpose cash 

deliveries and food vouchers for the most vulnerable 
people.

• Distribution of inputs and tools for agricultural production
• Early warning systems and disaster prevention.
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Eradication of gender 
violence

What we do?

Where and how much?

We fight to eradicate gender-based violence suffered by women in 
those places where we work, especially young women, migrant women 
and women in conflict zones or disaster situations.

We address the cycle of violence from the most personal and human 
dimension, passing through the family and socioeconomic sphere and 
influencing the public sphere at the level of policies and legislation that 
protect women and eliminate impunity.

We defend the exercise of sexual and reproductive rights. Experience has 
shown us that they are closely linked to gender violence.

€ 3,342,562.72 
Projects in Jordan, Palestine, Bolivia, 
Colombia, Morocco and Spain.
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Sexual and 
reproductive rights 

• In Bolivia, with the #JóvenesEnAcción campaign, we used 
music as a common thread for activists to promote sexual and 
reproductive rights, reaching more than 20,000 young people 
and adolescents.

• In Palestine, 3,711 women attended sexual and reproductive 
health consultations. In Gaza, we have continued to support 
a mobile clinic, thanks to which almost 2,000 people living in 
hard-to-reach areas have received services.

• In Jordan, 132 women have participated in group sessions 
where we talk about the importance of sexual and reproductive 
health, information that in many cases is taboo and whose lack 
of knowledge severely limits their access to treatment.

Community awareness 
and prevention 

• In a context as complicated as Mali, we have managed to reach 
3,701 people (1,795 women and 1,276 men), raising awareness 
about gender equality and violence, including sexual violence.

• In Jordan, 956 people (240 men and 716 women) and in Palestine 
almost 8,000 people (6,660 in the West Bank and 1,337 in Gaza) 
have participated in awareness sessions on women’s rights and 
gender-based violence. In addition, to promote a change in 
mentality, 10 workshops on new masculinities have been held, 
attended by 224 people.

• In Colombia, community prevention sessions have been held for 
8,331 people.

• Generated evidence and proposals for action on Gender 
Violence against displaced women in the Andean Region and on 
the impact of Covid-19 on Gender Violence in Spain, generating 
proposals for improvement in public policies in four countries.

• In Mauritania, more than 100 women have taken part in training 
cycles about their rights, promoting collective empowerment 
and their capacity for agency and autonomy.

Our achievements

Eradication of gender 
violence
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Comprehensive response to 
gender violence  
• In Palestine, the safe virtual spaces that were opened 

due to COVID-19 have brought relief to 3,886 women 
and girls who regularly use this channel.

• In Colombia, eight safe and accessible spaces have 
been created for women and girls.

• During the pandemic, we managed to keep our 
services operational, adapting care to the remote 
modality and disseminating by digital media good 
safeguarding and protection practices for women. 

• In Spain, 300 migrant women domestic workers 
have received psychosocial, legal and labor care, 
strengthening the CETHYC (Household and Care 
Workers Empowerment Center) in collaboration with 
SEDOAC.

• In Mali, two centers are operational in the Gao 
region, which have a comprehensive care service for 
survivors of violence that offers assistance in sexual 
and reproductive health and psychological, medical, 
social, legal and economic support to women who 
request it.

Political participation of 
women and youth 
• In Palestine, a campaign was carried out in Gaza, “Her 

voice, your voice”, in order to promote the political 
participation of women and youth. In it we managed 
to involve political parties, feminist organizations, 
student councils, unions and activists.

• In Spain, more than 1,200 young people have been 
involved in actions to raise awareness and activism 
around the feminist and anti-racist agenda.

• In Jordan, 2,073 people participated in the 180 
sessions organized by women on political participation 
and gender. 

Economic rights and 
entrepreneurship
• In Palestine we have continued with the entre-

pren-eurship and employability program providing 
technical advice to five start-ups and nine econo-
mic projects led by women. In addition, eight wo-
men have been selected to receive seed funds to 
promote their projects.

• In Colombia, two meetings have been held called 
“Mercados Campesinos”, in which women from 
different districts have found a space to interact with 
other women about their activities and exchange 
experiences.

• In Spain, 400 migrant women domestic workers have 
improved their technical skills through specialized 
training.

• In Bolivia, the campaign against violence in the world 
of work and for the ratification of ILO Convention 
190, carried out jointly with the Platform against 
harassment and violence in the world of work, 
managed to mobilize more than 70,000 people.

Eradication of gender 
violence

Our achievements
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Human rights of 
excluded groups

Our work is aimed at strengthening civil society organizations in contexts of 
violence and political persecution in societies where freedoms and political 
rights are very limited.

Therefore, much of our effort is focused on supporting women human rights 
defenders around the world, who are systematically criminalized, through 
the creation of international and national legal mechanisms that guarantee 
their protection. 

In addition, we promote political and citizen participation, focusing it on 
excluded and discriminated groups, especially young people and migrants, 
supporting movements in favor of diversity and anti-racism and the fight 
against the reduction of the political space of civil societ.

€ 1,551,904.12 
Projects in Morocco, Spain, 
Guatemala and Colombia

What we do?

Where and how much?
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• We have offered protection to more than 800 threatened 
community leaders in Colombia.

• Between March and April, the public campaign  “Guardianas del 
agua y la tierra”, was carried out, through which the situation 
and the work of defenders of human and environmental rights in 
Guatemala were reported, where in recent years their persecution 
and criminalization has increased. We have informed more than 
900,000 people.

• Several meetings have been held to publicize the importance of 
the role of women human rights defenders, as well as the risks 
and violence they face. Dissemination has been supported by 
more than 100,000 people on social networks.

• We have played an active role in raising awareness in Spanish 
society about issues as important as global inequalities, 
feminism, migration and climate justice, having reached 6,150 
people with our activities, workshops, meetings, training with 
groups of migrants, youth and the general population.

• We have expanded our work in Andalusia and Extremadura by 
approaching groups of women in rural areas, where we have 
witnessed the violations of their rights and the exploitative 
conditions that occur in jobs in the agricultural sector. We have 
accompanied the creation of support networks for more than 
1,100 migrant women with legal advice and information on their 
social and economic rights.

Our achievements

Human rights of 
excluded groups

https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/guardianas
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/guardianas
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Climate justice

We promote Climate Justice, which implies recognizing that there are 
different responsibilities in the fight against climate change and that it 
affects differently according to socioeconomic level, gender, etc. We work 
to stop climate change, ensuring the resilience of the groups most affected 
by it, especially women, and their ability to adapt and lead the ecological 
transition.

We support communities with sustainable approaches to rural development 
based on agroecology, renewable energy, local production and consumption 
in local markets, and green employment.

We believe that it is key to open new spaces for participation in the current 
movement for climate justice, so that their demands have more visibility 
and are more effective. Our priority is to promote the role of young people.

.

€ 3,700,694.44 
Projects in Spain, India, Haiti, Senegal, 
Mauritania, Colombia and Guatemala.

What we do?

Where and how much?
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• On the occasion of the United Nations Climate Summit, 
COP26 in Glasgow, the ‘EarthWalk’ campaign was launched 
in 47 countries. 7,007 participants covered 47,561 km! With 
this symbolic gesture, we made known the meaning of climate 
justice and demanded concrete commitments from the leaders 
who met at the summit. 

• Hundreds of young people have participated in informative 
activities, workshops and debate competitions in Spain, 
becoming ambassadors for climate justice and sustainability 
thanks to projects such as Climate of Change and FoodWave. 
These projects have been developed in more than 13 European 
countries.

• In Colombia, we rehabilitated five water storage systems that 
have benefited and improved the living conditions of 4,776 
people (2,432 women and 2,344 men) in the municipalities of 
Roberto Payán, Quibdó, Maguí Payán, Bajo Baudó and Nuquí

• We have supported Indian women, many of them from 
particularly marginalized castes, to start their businesses. In 
2021, together with ActionAid India, we have launched 1,036 
business prototypes in livestock and poultry farming.

• In Mauritania, thanks to our support, 53 women’s cooperatives 
have started to produce agroecologically and are more resilient to 
climate change. More than 1,500 women benefited from training 
on horticultural technical itineraries and agroecology. In addition, 
ten women’s cooperatives have improved their marketing and 
sales strategies in local markets, thanks to the transformation 
of agricultural products and the construction of conservation 
spaces (collection centers) powered by solar energy.

• In Senegal, 661 women producers in the department of 
Medina Yoro Foulah have increased their income thanks to the 
diversification of production with agroecological techniques and 
its commercialization in local markets.

Climate justice

Our achievements
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Humanitarian action

Our work is aimed at protecting the most vulnerable people during 
humanitarian crises and strengthening their resilience capacities in the 
places where the organization has a presence.

We focus on promoting leadership and emergency response capacity by 
affected groups, especially women and young people, from prevention and 
early warning to intervention in development and peacebuilding processes.

We place special emphasis on guaranteeing protection against violence 
against women and young people, especially sexual violence.

€ 3,342,562.72 
Projects in Haiti, Mali, Palestine, 
Jordan and Colombia.

What we do?

Where and how much?
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We responded to various emergencies that occurred in 2021: the 
earthquake in Haiti in August, the Israeli military offensive on the 
Gaza Strip, and the delta variant of COVID-19 in India. In addition, 
we work in other humanitarian contexts of chronic crisis such 
as the Syrian crisis in Jordan, the conflict in Mali, the economic, 
political, and social crisis in Haiti, the triple affliction by COVID, 
the Venezuelan crisis, and the armed conflict in Colombia, or the 
effects of the prolonged Israeli Occupation in Palestine.

• In Haiti, we have provided humanitarian aid to 34,000 families, 
both in the earthquake zone, in the department of the South, 
and in the department of the Southeast. In 2021 alone we have 
delivered 4.5 million euros from the World Food Program in direct 
monetary aid. All this while continuing our regular aid programs 
for the most vulnerable people in the southeast of the country.

• The emergency humanitarian response in Gaza focused on 
supporting 2,000 families in urgent need of assistance after 
partially or completely losing their homes as a result of the Israeli 
attack in May. The aid went towards food and essential items 
such as hygiene kits, clothing, blankets, mattresses, and diapers. 
In addition, psychosocial care was provided to traumatized 
children and their families, as well as protection services against 
gender-based violence for women, which we kept operational 
during the emergency together with our Palestinian partner 
CFTA. 

• Together with ActionAid India, we have provided help to migrant 
workers and their families who had to move to their places 
of origin in April 2021 in what was the biggest health crisis 
in the country with the explosion of the B1617 variant of the 
coronavirus. The aid reached 8,000 people directly, and a total 
of 100,000 indirectly.

• In Colombia we have continued to support peacebuilding 
processes, working with a group of 60 black women from the 
North of Cauca who participated in the fourth edition of the cycle 
“School for Women Peacebuilders”, which has allowed them to 
become aware of their rights and develop capacities to defend 
and vindicate them. 

Our achievements

Humanitarian action
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Our work  

Eradication of 
gender violence

Human 
Rights

Climate 
justice

Humanitarian 
Action

Total Expenditure Execute  € 11,937,723.69 

28%

31%

28%

13%
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Our work  
Direct intervention countries 2021
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Volunteering
At Alianza we have been working since 2008 on an 
ambitious volunteer program both nationally and 
internationally because we believe that it is one of the 
most effective ways to build a citizenry that catalyzes 
the positive change that we want to see in society.

2021 has still been marked by the pandemic and the consequent difficulties in 
deploying volunteers and organizing activities. However, during this year there 
have been notable advances:

• We have had 170 volunteers (30% more than in 2020), of which 140 worked 
with Alianza in Cantabria, Aragón, the Balearic Islands, Castilla y León, 
La Rioja, Castilla-La Mancha, Murcia, Madrid, Catalonia, and Euskadi. 21 
volunteers were deployed in Palestine, Jordan, Colombia, England, Germany, 
Belgium and Portugal. Nine worked online in various areas.

• We have reinforced both face-to-face and online training through a section 
created for this purpose on our website:
 www.formaciones.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org.

• We have made progress in the goal of expanding our international volunteering 
thanks to an agreement with Volunteering Matters.

• Finally, in November, we managed to gather our base of activists in Valencia 
(after two years without meeting physically due to the pandemic), achieving 
the participation of 170 people (113 women; 57 men), with whom we debated 
feminisms, migrations, climate justice and anti-racism. We seek to increase 
and strengthen the political participation of young women in these areas.

https://formaciones.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/
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Board of Trustees – 
Governance of the 
organization
During the year 2021, a process of talent analysis 
and renewal of profiles of our board of trustees was 
carried out. The new board of trustees is now 63% 
female. We have welcomed Cristina Manzano as the 
new President and Erica Rodríguez as Vice President. 
In addition, a review and update of our statutes was 
made to better respond to the changes that have 
occurred in the organization and in the post-pandemic 
context and were approved in the last board of the 
year. In 2022, the organization’s governance reform 
processes will continue. 

Talent and People
A new Training Plan was implemented with langua-
ges, digital tools, European financing programs for 
domestic work and program management procedu-
res, feminist leadership, communication and analysis 
of humanitarian needs. In 2021, 361 hours of training 
were given in these areas with a total participation of 
87 people.

A collective care process, by teams, was carried out 
with the help of an external coach to help better deal 
with the stressful situations caused by the pandemic. 

Digital Management Tools
In 2021 we have continued to innovate in our forms of 
internal management, consolidating the use of digital 
and collaborative work tools, a process that began in 
2020.

Internal communication
In this year 2021 we implemented an internal news-
letter that is carried out collaboratively between com-
munication and representatives of all departments. 
The bulletin is distributed to all Spanish-speaking staff 
on a monthly basis in order to maintain the cohesion 
of the teams, promoting better communication and 
information on what is happening in the organization. 
In 2022, our goal is to make it more inclusive for all 
team.

Políticas Internas
We have continued with the implementation of the 
Equality Plan and our feminist leadership principles.

We have started the process of measuring the CO2 
footprint with the help of Fundación Repsol. In 2022 
we will implement measures to reduce it.

We have also advanced in more training for our local 
staff and partners in the policies of Safeguarding and 
Protection against Sexual Exploitation and Abuse. 

Internal 
management
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Accounts
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Transparent 
accounts
Memory data 2021: 
Income and Expenses

INCOME

Public subsidies

Private subsidies

Donations and legacies

Others

TOTAL

TOTAL EXPENSES

Mission fulfillment expenses

Support structure expenses

TOTAL

2021 2020

€ AMOUNT

10,828,995.85

1,108,727.84

 11,937,723.69

€ AMOUNT

10,443,221.32

1,210,770.05

11,653,991.37

€ AMOUNT

10,562,432.23

623,573.06

538,455.50

228,477.41

11,952,938.20

€ AMOUNT

10,624,269.21 

488,170.25 

478,368.04 

64,239.01 

11,655,046.51

%

90.71%

9.29%

 100.00%

%

89.61%

10.39% 

100.00%

%

88.37%

5.22%

4.50%

1.91%

100.00%

%

91.16%

4.19% 

4.10% 

0.55%

100.00%
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Income
We have increased our income 
by 2.5% with a notable 
increase in private income.

 

Expenses
For the third consecutive 
year, we have managed to 
increase the percentage that 
we dedicate to the fulfillment 
of our mission, standing at 
90.71%, one of the highest 
percentages of Spanish 
cooperation.

If you want to see our official audited Annual Accounts, 
please download them HERE.

Public 
subsidies

2021

2020

Private 
subsidies

Donations 
and legacies Others

2021

2020

Mission fulfillment 
expenses

Support structure 
expenses

Transparent 
accounts
Memory data 2021: 
Income and Expenses

https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/axs2020/wp-content/uploads/CCAA-ALIANZA-2021.pdf
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/axs2020/wp-content/uploads/CCAA-ALIANZA-2021.pdf
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Studies
In 2021 we have published 22 
publications and reports. Here are 
some of them. You will find the complete 
repository at this link.

Gender violence 
against women 
in emergency
Find out more

Senegal: Territory 
of Migrations. 
Voices of African 
Women on the Move
Find out more

The employability 
of women in Jordan 
and the Palestinian 
Territories
Find out more

Impact of violence 
on migrant and 
displaced women 
in Colombia
Find out more

Guide to good 
practices for 
responsible 
investments in the 
Global South
Find out more

Human 
Economy 
Report
Find out more

 “Diagnosis 
Women and 
Human Rights”
Find out more

Work on 
masculinities: 
good practice 
guide
Find out more

https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/informes-y-publicaciones
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/violencia-de-genero-contra-mujeres-en-emergencia
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/senegal-territorio-de-migraciones-voces-de-mujeres-africanas-en-movimiento
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/la-empleabilidad-de-las-mujeres-en-jordania-y-los-territorios-palestinos-ocupados-desafios-y-oportunidades
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/masculinidades
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/guia-de-buenas-practicas-de-inversiones-responsables-en-el-sur-global
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/economia-humana
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/diagnostico-mujeres-y-derechos-humanos
https://www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org/casos/masculinidades
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Local partner 
organizations  

Some of the local organizations 
with which Alianza worked in 
2021 in the different countries 
are:

Bolivia
ACOBOL; Católicas por el Derecho a Decidir; CDIMA; 
Centro  Juana Azurduy;  Centro de Promoción de la 
Mujer Gregoria Apaza; CIES; IFFI.

Colombia
ACPO; Adoratrices; Asociación Municipal de Muje-
res; Asociación Red de Mujeres Víctimas y Profesiona-
les; Casa de la Memoria de la Costa Pacífica Nariñense; 
Hileros;  Corporación para el Desarrollo  Agroempresa-
rial de Tumaco; Fundación Escuela Taller de Buenaven-
tura; Fundación Escuela Taller de Tumaco; ICDL.

Spain
SEDOAC, Malvaluna, Integra2, UNAF, 

Guatemala
ActionAid Guatemala; Asociación de Mujeres de 
Petén Ixqik; Colectivo Madreselva; CUCG; Organización 
de Mujeres Guatemaltecas Mamá Maquín.

El Salvador
ADES; Asociación Humanitaria PRO VIDA.

Haiti
CROSE; 

Morocco
Amalchabab Takhadoum;
100% MAMAN; CHIFAE, DARNA; LA FOO. 

Mali
GREFFA; 

Mauritania
ARDM

Mozambique
MULEIDE, Action Aid Mozambique, ORAM.

Senegal
FODDE; 

Palestine
Culture and Free Thought Association; Palestine In-
formation and Communications Technology Incuba-
tor;  Palestinian Family Planning and Protection Asso-
ciation; Women Affairs Technical Committees; Al Awda.

Jordan
Arab Women Organization of Jordan, Institute for Family 
Planning, RASED. 

India
ActionAid Association-India
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Allied 
entities 
Some entities with which Alianza 
maintained collaborations are, 
among others:

Universities 
and study centers

• Instituto de Estudios de Conflictos y Acción 
Humanitaria

• IECAH; Grupo de Estudios Africanos de la UAM
• Fundación Alternativas
• Universidad Carlos III; Universidad Alonso X el 

Sabio
• Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
• Universidad Complutense de Madrid
• Universidad de Valencia; Universidad Pablo Olavide 

de Sevilla
• Universidad de Sevilla
• Universidad de Canarias
• Eso empresa
• IES Cervantes
• WILPF
• CEIPAZ
• Escola de Cultura de Pau

Spanish and European 
NGDOs
• ACH España y Francia
• ActionAid Grecia
• ActionAid Italia
• ActionAid Dinamerca
• CIDEAL
• Médicos del Mundo España y Francia
• MPDL
• OXFAM Intermón
• Plan Alemania
• WEWORLD GVC
• Red Acoge
• Fundación Pioneros
• El Colletero
• MZC
• Por tí Mujer
• Movimiento RegularizaciónYA
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International 
Funding
• EUROPEAID
• Gesellschaft für Internationale       

Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
• Comisión Europea
• Jordanian Regional Development and Protection 

Programme (SIGI)
• Programa Mundial de Alimentos (PMA)
• Agenzia Italiana per la Cooperazione allo 

Sviluppo
• Sweden’s Government Agency for Development 

cooperation (SIDA)

Funders

Autonomous and 
decentralized financing
• Agencia Andaluza de Cooperación Internacional 

para el Desarrollo (AACID)
• Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-La Mancha
• Agencia Catalana de Cooperación                     

al Desarrollo (ACCD)
• Junta de Castilla y León
• Agencia Extremeña de Cooperación 

Internacional para el Desarrollo (AEXCID)
• Ayuntamiento de Barcelona
• Comunidad de Madrid
• Ayuntamiento de Madrid
• Generalitat Valenciana
• Ayuntamiento de Sevilla
• Gobierno Cantabria 
• Ayuntamiento de Valencia
• Gobierno de Aragón
• Cabildo Canarias
• Gobierno de Canarias
• Diputación Valencia
• Gobierno de Cantabria
• Federación Navarra De Municipios
• Gobierno de La Rioja
• Fonds Mallorquí (esto es 2022)

State 
funding
• Agencia Española de Cooperación      

Internacional para el Desarrollo (AECID)
• IRPF
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Delegation 
Contacts
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ANDALUCÍA
Sevilla
C/ Castellar 51, local B
41003 Sevilla
Tfno: 954 909 046
Granada
C/ Conde Cifuentes, 33
01800 Granada
Tfno: 689 69 15 33 // 958 264 731

ARAGÓN
C/San Blas, 104, 5B 
50003 Zaragoza 
Tfno: 657 303 207
aragon@aporsolidaridad.org

BALEARES
C/Can Ferrer 32
07181 Calviá (Mallorca)
baleares@aporsolidaridad.org

EXTREMADURA
Centro Negocios Medea. 
C/ La Albuera, 4, despacho 15 
06800 Mérida. Badajoz 
Tfno: 662565615
extremadura@aporsolidaridad.org

LA RIOJA
Pza. Fco. Martínez Zaporta 18, bajo
26001 Logroño (La Rioja)
Tfno: 625 401 900
larioja@aporsolidaridad.org

MADRID
Arganda del Rey
C/ Dulcinea del Toboso 5, 4ºB
28599 Arganda del Rey
arganda@solidaridad.org

MURCIA
C/ Fuensanta, 44
30152 Aljucer (Murcia)
Tfno: 968 261 655
murcia@solidaridad.org

PAÍS VALENCIANO
C/Turia nº53 bajo
46008 Valencia
Tfno: 960 649 789
valencia@aporsolidaridad.org

CANARIAS
C/Agustín Millares 16
35001 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Tfno: 928 246 356

CANTABRIA
C/ Eulogio Fernandez Barros 10, 7º I
39600 Muriedas (Cantabria)
Tfno: 609 566 309
cantabria@aporsolidaridad.org

CASTILLA-LA MANCHA
C/ San Pedro, 35
45830 Miguel Esteban (Toledo)
Tfno: 655 679 982
acasas@aporsolidaridad.org

CASTILLA Y LEÓN
VIA LAB Espacio Co-working
Estación de Tren Campo Grande
c/ Recondo s/n 47007 Valladolid
Tfno: 671 283 467 
castillayleon@aporsolidaridad.org

CATALUNYA
C/Carrer d’Aragó, 135
08015 Barcelona 
jhenar@aporsolidaridad.org

Offices abroadDelegations

Central office
Alianza por la Solidaridad-ActionAid
Jaén 13, local / 28020 Madrid / Spain
T +34 91 598 62 90 / aps@aporsolidaridad.org

BOLIVIA
Calle Reseguín Nº 2107 esquina Chaco 
Piso 2 zona de Sopocachi, 
La Paz, Bolivia.
Tfno/Fax: (591 2) 214 16 68

COLOMBIA
Oficina Regional Bogotá 
Carrera 27 No. 86 – 37
Barrio Polo Club (Bogotá)
Tfno: (57 1) 805 0416

Oficina Regional Cauca (Santander de 
Quilichao)
Calle 9 No. 10-47 Segundo Piso
Barrio Centenario
Tfno: (57 2) 8443313-
Celular (57) 3117482979

Oficina Popayán
Carrera 11 No. 7-23
Barrio Valencia
Celular (57) 3105966279

Oficina Regional Buenaventura (Valle del 
Cauca)
Barrio Naval Calle 6ª A N° 48 - 39 
Celular: (57) 3117482674 - 3116187034

Oficina Regional Tumaco
Avda Los Estudiantes Madenar
Casa No. 4
Celular: (57) 3104239835

Oficina Pasto
Calle 15A No. 37-06 esquina, B/Colpatria 
Celular: (57) 3104239835

HAITI
Rue Labidou, Jacmel
Delmas 75
3, rue Grandoit, Puerto Príncipe 
Tfno: (509) 3787 8883
mlopez@solidaridad.org

MOROCCO
7, Rue Beyrouth. Res Mamounia B.
Entrée B Apt. 32
10.000, Rabat
Tfno/Fax: 00 212 537 73 36 06

MAURITANIA
E NORD 163, Tevrah Zeyna
Nouakchott
Oficina Regional Nouadhibou
Illot J8 Blvard. Maritime
Nouadhibou
Tfno: (+222) 574 06 26

PALESTINE
Oficina Gaza
AlRashed Street
Dream2 Building, 4th Floor. Flate nº7
P.O. Box 46518
Tfno: (+972) 0592116691

JORDAN
Dwar Paris, Daraghmeh Building
2nd floor. Paris Circle
Jabal al Weibdeh, Amman
Tfno: (+962) 777 106 189

SENEGAL
Oficina Senegal, Gambia y G. Bissau
Rue de l´Arbre de Moussa Molo, Quartier 
Gadapara
Kolda (Sénégal)
Tfno: (+221) 339 96 0097



Jaén, 13 Local / 28020 Madrid

T 91 598 62 90

aps@aporsolidaridad.org

www.alianzaporlasolidaridad.org

Follow us on

Transforming the world

https://www.instagram.com/axsolidaridad/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/alianza-por-la-solidaridad/
https://www.facebook.com/alianzaporlasolidaridad
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFU_r6RdYrljDAFvbyWdopA
https://twitter.com/AxSolidaridad
https://t.me/AlianzaPorLaSolidaridad

